BOOK LIST:
TEEN COMING OF AGE
FICTION
The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-Time Indian by Sherman Alexie
Bestselling author Sherman Alexie tells the story of Junior, a budding cartoonist growing
up on the Spokane Indian Reservation. Determined to take his future into his own hands,
Junior leaves his troubled school on the rez to attend an all-white farm town high school
where the only other Indian is the school mascot.
Heartbreaking, funny, and beautifully written, coupled with poignant drawings that
reflect the character's art, this story chronicles the contemporary adolescence of one
Native American boy as he attempts to break away from the life he was destined to live.

The Black Flamingo by Dean Atta
Michael is a mixed-race gay teen growing up in London. All his life, he's navigated what
it means to be Greek-Cypriot and Jamaican--but never quite feeling Greek or Black
enough.
As he gets older, Michael's coming out is only the start of learning who he is and where
he fits in. When he discovers the Drag Society, he finally finds where he belongs--and the
Black Flamingo is born.
In this uplifting coming-of-age novel told in accessible verse, Atta chronicles the growth
and glory of Michael Angeli, a mixed-race kid from London, as he navigates his cultural
identity as Cypriot and Jamaican as well as his emerging sexuality.

Girls of July by Alex Flinn
Britta is the bubbly drama queen. She needs to get away—and a peaceful cabin in the
woods sounds like the perfect escape.
Meredith is the overachiever. She’s spent her entire life preparing for college, but at what
cost? Now she’s wondering if that’s all there is.
Kate is the reluctant socialite. She’s searching for a reason to begin again after fleeing her
small Georgia town—and a shameful family secret.
Spider is the quiet intellectual. She’s struggling with pain that has isolated her from her
peers for much of her life.
When these four young women stay together for a month in the mountains, they discover
sometimes getting away from it all can only bring you back to who you really are.

Looking for Alaska by John Green
Before. Miles “Pudge” Halter is done with his safe life at home. His whole life has been
one big non-event, and his obsession with famous last words has only made him crave
“the Great Perhaps” even more (Francois Rabelais, poet). He heads off to the sometimes
crazy and anything-but-boring world of Culver Creek Boarding School, and his life
becomes the opposite of safe. Because down the hall is Alaska Young. The gorgeous,
clever, funny, sexy, self-destructive, screwed up, and utterly fascinating Alaska Young.
She pulls Pudge into her world, launches him into the Great Perhaps, and steals his heart.
Then. . . .
After. Nothing is ever the same.

The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time by Mark Haddon
Christopher John Francis Boone knows all the countries of the world and their capitals
and every prime number up to 7,057. He relates well to animals but has no understanding
of human emotions. He cannot stand to be touched. And he detests the color yellow.
Although gifted with a superbly logical brain, for fifteen-year-old Christopher everyday
interactions and admonishments have little meaning. He lives on patterns, rules, and a
diagram kept in his pocket. Then one day, a neighbor's dog, Wellington, is killed and his
carefully constructive universe is threatened. Christopher sets out to solve the murder in
the style of his favorite detective, Sherlock Holmes.

Every Exquisite Thing by Matthew Quick
Star athlete and straight-A student Nanette O’Hare has played the role of dutiful daughter
for as long as she can remember. But one day, a beloved teacher gives her his worn copy
of The Bubblegum Reaper—a mysterious, out-of-print cult classic—and the rebel within
Nanette awakens.
As the new and outspoken Nanette attempts to insert her true self into the world with
wild abandon, she befriends the reclusive author and falls in love with a young, troubled
poet. Forced to make some hard choices that bring devastating consequences, Nanette
learns the hard way that rebellion can sometimes come at a high price.

American Street by Ibi Zoboi
On the corner of American Street and Joy Road, Fabiola Toussaint thought she would
finally find une belle vie-a good life.
But after they leave Port-au-Prince, -Haiti, Fabiola's mother is detained by U.S.
immigration, leaving Fabiola to navigate her loud American cousins, Chantal, Donna,
and Princess; the grittiness of Detroit's west side; a new school; and a surprising
romance, all on her own.
Just as she finds her footing in this strange new world, a dangerous proposition presents
itself, and Fabiola soon realizes that freedom comes at a cost. Trapped at the crossroads
of an impossible choice, will she pay the price for the American dream?

